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THE PROJECT NEW P1UDE MODEL 

Project New Pride is an experimental juven11e community-based treatment 

program aripnal1y folftled in Denver, CoIarado. luvenUe offenders who would 

otherwise be sent to an institution are instead sent to Project New Pride. A New 
Pride client is provided with: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

1'It.lrough, professional ~c and needs assessment; 

Individualized treatment based on assessment; 

Remedial education and increasecIlChoOl adalevement; 

Training in employment sJciUs; -

Meaningful employment opportunitia; -

~ces • improve the participant's social functicnins 
~.e., ~ve supervision, counseUns, lamBy 
mtervenuc:-" and advocacy). 

The results of the.Denver New Pride project were so. pr0misin& that the Office 

of luvenUe lustto! and Delinquency Prevention provided funds far the prosram 

to be repUcated ~ evaluated in ten,~her cities. 
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Dur1na 1'79, NDlDP supported • propasal compet1tion to cIesi&n an 

evalaatlan study of the New Pride RepUcadan Procram- The cIesip, esta.bUshed 

by ~ at PIRE and accepted by NDlDP, took as Itl. primary study 

objectlve the task of acenaInln& the effectiveness of the New Pride RepI1catian 

1'IE NA1IONAL PALUhTlON OF 11m NEW PRIDE 
IU!PLlCATlON PROGRAII 

Procram In reducing delinquency. In essence four questions were pased: 

1. To what extent, ad .... what c:anditians of commWlity 
supp on could Nev Pride be replicated, and 

2. What were the client and service Issues which emeraed 
cIurin& the repI1catlan ... am that could be used to 
refine the N ... Pride model, 

:J. 

.. 
What kinds of IerVices were mOlt effective far what types 
of youth, and under .... t conditions, and 

Were the youth ar:cardecl prosr&rft services less prone to 
persist in cIel1nquent offense behavior than were members 
of cam.....,. .... of youth subjected tt) the traditional 
proeedlns of secure detendan and commi1ment to 
carrectlanallnsdtudans? 

Addltlanal· ...... tD be ... , 'ed lnduded prosram effects an the 

acaclem1c acblewment and employment Uper1ence of dlents; an the prccedures 

Mel personnel Of the junnIle justice system; an leaden of Gtber community 

qencles that Impacted the aws of youth; and an thecommunlty's youth Jel'Yice 

networtc. The"'an called u well far .. examinatian of prosram 

Implemented ... with sped" aftentlan tD site by site variatian In enviranmenu, 
t.dIltles, stafIlnc, paIltlca1 ........ and prosrammatlc emphases' an various 

components of the New Prl* model. 

To ....... the maJar ca-stlan of program effect an the, offense behav1~r; of 

ell ... the study ... mc.porated two prtndple ~ementL The first was the 

use of the _ ...... Lee, the .... "~UIlve, camparative cIesi&n permitted by 
",-

the structure of • model paopam deslped to ~' c:hron1c and serious 
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offenders. (An experimental deIIp wl1h a randomly Ielected control poup was 

not fe.slble liven size 11mltatlons of the tarpt population.) ~P had made 

project ~ to provide data far • natianaI evaluation- as an absolute 

requirement far fundinS eUslbiUty. 

The seeGllld principle element of tIM! evaluatlan deslp was the deft10pment 

of a dab base far aulysls. 1:hIs Included Jntarmatlan respeCtlnc lOcio

cJemosraph1c, attitudlnid, educ:atklIal, ad famUy statui 

farmal c:amp!aln1s toaetMr w11h the mast seriaus offense In uch c::rim1na1 event; 

the entire prior record. includin& dispositions, of both status and cIe1lnquent 

offenses; ..... toIlow-up data on all petitiansllndlctments .nd 

adjudlcatlons/c:anvicdons subsequent to prosnm admisslon. 

In addition, quaIltatiw data wve to be obtained permittin& 1M 

c:haracteriza1:on of each project wl1h reference to· elements assumed to 

facil1tate arimpede implementation of the New Pride haJIstlc service deJ1very 

system. This lnf~tion was deemed essenti&lln arder to specify the c:andl'tlans . 
,under wtdc:h tile- prosram cauld be replicated; and the dear_ of sue)!:ess w11h .. 

whlc:h various prosram componentS of the model were implemented. Thus, the 

national evaluatlan effort was deslped as a camparatlve study with a view to 

specifyJns the c:ante.xtual prcblems that shauld be taken Into .ccaunt if New 

Pride wu to be moeesstully Janched and lnstltutlcmllzect with nan-federal 

funds. 

Infarmation provided In the prosram pldeJines was explidt In presentin& 
the chancter ... thrust of the evaluation study. Local Resarc:h objectlws 

1ncI~ those related to cJ1ent Im,.:t. The study was clesiped as a 

comparative examination of the candltlans under which the New Pride Prosram 

fostered a reductlan of the offense behaviar MIll the Incarceration of youth, find 

... Increase In their Iademlc' ~ employment experience, ad other 

benetld .. outc:anies. This required the ..:quIsltlon of wdform data elements to 

be obtained tIIrouP • ,~'\1ely ~ administration of Instruments 
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KrOll the let of eIlvene project sites, each varyln& with respea to data 

avall.hUlty and -=-= Ita the cqMlzation coordlnatln& the evaluation study 

Md CDnCIuctIi.a the comparative .wysis, PIRE was respans1b1e far obta1nln& 
from local eva1uatars .. exterISve bad)' of data In unHarm format and for 

mmntainln& quaIlty canUel of the daU1. 

As a c=dtian of its .... t, each project qreed to hire evaluation staff as 

specified In the New Pride model, ud to provide to PJR.E the full complement of 

data as prescribed In the national evaluation *"1"- This was dearly defined as 
.. lmpot tant 'talk. Local evaluatDrl were enc:ourapd to use the data that they 

c:aI1eded far PIRE In local iepartI, and to obtain .... tever further data they 

wlshed far .. In ather studies of spedflc Interest to them. In addition, they 

'IN'1'e espec:ted tID furnish lnformatlan on case trackin& and services ~ that could 

serve the needs of prap-arn runqers at their sites. 

The Data 5,... 
J!!fec:tlve ......... _ of project Information was seen is essential to the . , 

SUCCeA of this evaluation far two reuans. First, it was the mechanism by which 

aitical project data were specified, CDIlec:ted, and retrieved to serve a variety 

of manqement." evaluatlan needs. Second, it would optimize chances that 

~ local evaluation CDmpoMlltl would be c:antinued beyond the period of Federal 

suppar.. Therefore, hclflc Jnstltute implemented a c:amputer networkins 
system that WI deslped to sene the mmscement lnfarmatlon and data 

procelli", needs of bodl the evaluation .. 1be 1ndlvldlal projects. In tis 

system, data entry and report letter.tlon occurred by way of "remote" terminals 

located at ach site. This ~ provided both project staff and the evaluator 

with &CQftte, complete, .... timely infcn.ation. 

The elata system ... linked to the Mlchlpn Term1na1 System (MTS) 

throush Wayne State University and provided flnsertlp access to mast of the 

mes In the University of Ulchlpn UInry. Throuch. telephGue hookup, the 
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memory of each terminal was YlrtuaIIy WIIImlted, and operators could ~ 

fast, CDmp1~ and accurate information without leavln& the praject office. It 

was capable of I8lCIin& met .... to ~ whether they were on ., terminal ar 

not at the time, maIcinI the process of 1nf~ catherina on all topics quick, 

eUectift, .... 1nexpeuslfte Becluse of this faun, it was able to serve u a 
¥ebide far CDIIIIIIwdcatlcm bet..... partlc:lpatins projeda and the national 

evaluation team, and between the projects themselves. 8y usIns MTS the local 

evaluatan not only Ud access to extensive software far anal,.. and report 

.. aeration purposes, but also befteflued from ~ extensive security ~ 

already in place to ensure the c:antldendallty of data aets. 

Expl1cit in the New Pride service 'de1lvery system was ¥he usumptlon that 

variouslcinds of services would have cBfferent impacts accarcIins to the types of 

youth belns served. Far 1his reason, canslclerable data relative to the 

cIeve10pment of 1ndividtpuzed treatment was pnerated and subsequently I'tOred 

in the data system. As of lanuary 19'-, ~ COft1puterized data base contained 

approximate1y *- aM ane-haIf miIIlan separate pieces of Information an 
1,161'dients Md 1.1" comparisan subjects from the seven dties (out of ten) 

Jft\'ldins CDIII~lSlve impact data. The system warked best u a tool far 

evaluation purp DIes, both on the local and the .. tianalleve1. 

~. - " The National Evaluat10n of the New Pride Repilcatlon Proaram has been 

~ ..u~because of the camprehensiveness of Its data base. In all possible ways of 

~ success of a data CDIlectlan effort far .. impact study, this one 

acelled: 

1. DetaIled records were meticulously kept on eIlents' 
~ serv1c:es, and outcomes. 

2. These' recarcls were lUb!equentJy c:hecJced, c:aded, Md, 
entered iJdD a carefuIly-c:anstructed e:mIputerJzed data 
system an.c:hed to ane of tile ...... main frame 
computers In the United States. 

l. n.e, the rec:arcls were monitored, cleaned, updated, Md 
the files m~ for -.1ys1s. 
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.. At the analysis Itap, 166 new varla.bles were crea'ted far 
specific Iclnds of analyses In acIdltlan _ the 211 that went 
used from the ra.... data mes. These new ftriables 
combined information from two or more fUes. 

'-

6. 

7. 

Follow-up of the offlcla1 re:ards of all project youth and 
comparison subjects Involved uniquely thoroush searches \. ' 
of both juvenile ... IIduIt court fUes. These searches 
were Ganduc:ted eftf, six mon1hs from the beslnnInI of 
1911 throuBh 1"'-

All c1lents whose records were analyzed far the f1naI 
report had at least one year of follow-up after twelve 
months estimated In-prosram experience. Most had two 
to three years. . 

The c:amprehensiveness of the Infarmatl\on CDl1ec:ted was 
assisted and reinforced by a uniquely concerted eUort 
towards that end an the piI't of both NDlDP and OllDP 
prosram monitors. 

The followin& table demonstrates the c:cnprehensiveness of the New Pride 

data base. It ctescrlbes only the data files used in the analyses presented in the 

final repar1. Other files Included those deslped speclf1caUy far client tradcin& 
and manpment information. As nearly all of the data files bad to be mersed 

to study the lmpKt of the New Pride mOdel on the recidivism of youth _ vee&, 

the evaluation represented a dfaIlenp of arpnization, analysis, and 

presentation. 
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enent oemop:apiiics 
e'res referred: 
e,ses opened: 

Comparison subjects: 

Intake Survey -Client Chlrac:teristlcs 

-irest Scores 
-
IISP rales 

c Objective Updates 

Employment 

School Status 

Service Delivery 

luveni1e History 

~en;.=ds: 
-c subject records: 

Offenses 
Client rec:ar:a: 
ComparillM 

subject records: 

Exit Survey 

Termination Form 

Replication Totals 

......... aec •• 

Tenal Records 
In FOe 

1,6" 
l,l" 
·1,220 

1,0" 

1,119 

96,til 

19,W 

16,OIl 

1,10' 

2,119 

250,Rl 

13,302 

11,059 

1'-'02 

12,900 

'" 
1,1'2 

"7,067 

Recarda 
Analyzed 

170 

937 

Variables 
In File 

17,"7 I 

Varlables 
Analyzed 

11 

" 
13 

2O~90 11 7 

9 

12,213\ 

9,717 

17 

7 

19 
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The evaluation examlned aU of the outcome variables from a dual, yet 

integrated and complementary, perspective. The first of these approaches 

examined the dlfferentlal outcomes of sub-&roups and sub-types of the 

experimental subjects only. This smn of the evaluation was an internal analysis 

of the Juveniles who received the RrVlces provided by the procram. Its results 

Ire described in "The Impact of the New Pride Model on CHent Outcomes." The 

second part of the analysis was external in nature and compared the 

exper1menta1 subjects with the members of the comparison groups on various 

outcome measures. These results are described in "The. C..omparatlve Analysis 01 

Rec1dlviml.- WhlIe these two ~.~ of the study were 1ogic:a1ly distinct, they 

were ~y related and were c1L-ci..'P!d to provide • complete assessment of 

PI osram impact. In co"",'lnatlon, this cka1 approach aUowed an evaluation of the 

overall impact of 'the prosram as well as the differential impact of the project 

for youth receiving treatment. 

The study was based on three groups of subjects - an experimental sroup, a 

qualitative compar __ srouP,'Md • statistical ~1ftparison group. It is important 

to note that • complete data set was .created only for members of the 

experimemalpoup. Members of both comparison IfOUPS had a similar data set, 

with the exception of "the information on cIiapos1s and treatment. For these 

poups the ani; Information 'an treatment concemed the presence of alternative 

treatments and types of such treatment, if any. It is also lmportlJnt to note that 

the members of the experimental and compll' __ pups were treated identically 

in terms of the coJ1ection of data on the primary outcome variables. 80th groups 

were foJIDwed for ldendcaI periods of time and information on the same 

rec1divlsm measures were co11ected on them. 

The data set for the comparison aroups was considerabJy more limited. 

n. major reason was that these IfOUPS could only be created retrolpeCtiveJy. 

Federal plcleJ1nes on client ell&ibillty (three prior offenses adjudicated In 

juvenUe CDW1) and careful monltor1n& virtually 1SSUrf4CI that the projects cau1d 

not, select panic:lplntl from lists of el1sJbles sent over by the court. AU sites 
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had cIlfBcu1ty flndin& enouJh c1ien1:S because SO few individuals met the criteria. 

Therefore, the infGmaation described that was repJarly pthered from 

interviews and testin& could obviously not be coUectecl for comparison subjects. 

ClIent a.r.:t.ristic::. Since the most complete data set was collected for 

the experimental subjects, this discussion is c:onf1n.-cI to this group for the time 

bein&. Client character1st1cs were measured in two leneral ~ - demographlc 

charac:ter1st1cs and criminal histories. In the former, we were interested in the 

basic: information reJatin& to aae, sex, ethnidty, edueat1ona11evel, family statas, 

socio economic status, and kindred variables. Comprehensive and comparable 

data was co11ec:ted in this and other areas by means of identical format in forms 
and files across the repUc:ation. 

The second c:ompo.-.nt of the client characteristics relates to criminal 

histories. For each subject data was collec:ted on all arrests that resulted in new 

petitions and/or 1ndlc:tments, updating all files eYerJ six months. Given this 

information, offenses were grouped into those' that oc:c:urred before, during, and 

after the intervention of the program. Since we also had aU avaiJab~ ata on 

the nwnber and types of offenses for which these young people were art'eSted and 

referred to coutt, this information allowed us to measure the seriousness of the 
offenses committed. 

The second major block of information collected 

was that of cI1apostic: ate&ories. At the onset of the FOsram a cI1agnostic1an 

tested and interviewed each lndividual referred to th4! project. During this phu= 

all clients were to be administered the Woodcock Readin& Mastery Test, either 

the WJSC-R or WAIS IQ Test, and '~'wi KeyMath Test. tin. the basis of this testing 

and an interview proc:ecIure, the areas of relative strengths and weaknesses for 

each person ~~e defined and areas identified in which remediation was required. 

Over all 10 sites, about ~ percent of the New Pride clients in the replication 

program were cIJacnosed Jearnin& cfJsabled. 
• r 

Post-testin& ~:Ted after the intensive phase of the program <about six 

months Ions) on the Woodcock and" the . KeyMath Te5'I3, which provided 
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measurable outcomes in the area of academ1c: ac:hlevement. Results indicated 

that substantiallains were made by the New Pride c:11en~. 

Treatment Plans. The next b1oc:k of information collected concerns the 

treatment program that was desiinerl for each of the caents. Since the projects 

provided 1nd1vichaUzed treatment, the actual plan varied from person to person. 

A service plan developed at the end of the. d1qnostlc period was collected for 

each of the participants and made a part of the data set used in the evaluation • . 
In addltlon, any systematic c:hanps made in the plan during the course of 

treatment was also recorded and added to the data set. 

Serrices DeJiw!red. Having collected information on the types of 

treatment plans that were recommended on the basis of the diagnostic phase of 

the program, the next major data duster involves the actual treatment provided 

by the project. It ~ be dear that an underlying assumption to this part of 

the analysis was that there might be d1sc:repancies between the plan that was 

recommended and the one that was implemented. This discrepancy could ~ in 

either of two cIirections - either the adcl!tion of treatment eiements not 

recommended or in 'the deletion of treatment .elements originally recommended. 

One of the reaions for col1ec:ting updated information on the recommended 

treatment plans was to .parate planned from-unanticipated changes. 

To accomplish this part of the data collec:tion, the actual services that the 

youth rece1v" were recorded for each subject on a dally basis covering the 

actual amount of time c:11ents spent in various act1viti~.. Again, these 1nc:1uc1ed 

such th1np as att~.ce at the ai-cernative school and the general subjects 

studied, employment counseling, family eo~, etc. (over" categories in 

all). 

In addition to noting the presence of these elements in the actual service 

plan, their Intensity was also of interest. Intensity was measured by such 

variables as service frequency and duration as well as the number of days in 

attMdance and the distribution of those days across time. 

12 
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Another dimension along which the c11ents varied was that of total 

exposure to the project. For a variety of reasons IOm~ c11ents completed the 

course while others dropped out at various times and for various reasons. The 

times and r~ns for termination were recorded for all cllents and this 

information built into the assessment of program impact.· 

Review of Elements In the Model. Thus far this report has described the 

kind of information that was collected on each of the experimental subjects. 

This is a good time to recapitulate. For the experimental group members 

detailed information was collected in each of four general areas of concem: 

dient characteristics, diagnostic categories, recommended treatment plans, and 

actua1 treatment experience. Within each of these general areas many discrete 

variables were measured. 

The c11ent characteristics focused on comprehensive demographic 

c:harac:teristics and criminal histories, including 'the number and type of prior 

arrests and the seriousness of the offenses. Diagnostic categories included 

information on the results of the testing ar:KI the counselor interviews that were 

conducted. The recommended treatment 'plan contained information about the 

service plans that were recommended by the treatment staff as a result of their 

diagnostic work. It inclutied information on the elements that were 

recommended for each c11ent, as well as the recommended intensity of those 

elements. Fin8.Uy, the actual treatment given to each client wu also measured . ' 
USUlI the ser~ice delivery records of the project staff. The c11ents' total 

exposure and continuity of exposure to the program was measured, along with 

the treatment components that were :ec:eived. 

The information collected in this ~ of the evaluation provided a rich 

background against which to assess and interpret the outcome measures. It also 

:oVided detailed information on what happened to these clients in the program, 

1ft terms of desired treatment plans and those that were actually implemented. 
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Outcome MeaP.ll'eS 

The outCOme measures employed in the- analysis were divided into two 

classel: primary measures of outcome and secondarY or intermediate measures'. 

Since one of the main goals of the New Pride project was to reduce the 

amount of crime committed by the subjects of the project, we took the prihlary 

outcome measure to be that of recidivism. According to the conventional view, 

if the New Pride replication program was to be viewed as suc:cessfu11t should be 

able to demonstrate a reduction in the amount of crime committed by youths 

served by the projects. Although this seems Wee a simple enough goal, it is in 

reality en exceedingly exclusive one, both in term., of actual achievement and in 

terms of scientific: measurement. Nevertheless, recidivism was taken to be a 

primary outcome measure. • 

The other outcOme measures were viewed as being of a secondary nature 

and were seen as intervening variables. They were also analyzed as outcon.~. 
Among the variables included in \his class of events are the following: academic 

achievement (especlliuy for the younger clients), net gains in educational test 

scores, learning disability remediation, and improved employment status 

(espec:ia11y for the older clients). 

These outcome measures can be viewed as intermediate in two ~nses. The 

first is quite simply th&t they are not direct measures of the primary goal of any 

delinquency treatment program, which is the reduction of delinquent behavior. 

The second is that these variables can be viewed as mechanisms through which 

the treatment offered by the program effects delinquent behavior. In other 

words, a reduction in delinquency may be related to improvement in educational 

attainment or learning disability remediation and it may be only through changes 

in these intermediate variables that changes in delinquency can be observed. 
~ of this status, the intermediate outcome variables played a dual role in 

the impact evaluation. They were treated as true outcome measures and the 

impact of the program in bringing about changes in these variables was assessed 

in the same fashion as changes in delinquent behavior were assessed. For 
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example, the data were examined to see if there was in fact improvement in 

academic achievement or employment status. 8y coUectinS and analyzins the 

information in this manner, the impact of the prosram in each of these areas 

could be evaluated. 

In pneral, the assessment of the impact of the prosram on these 

intermediate variables was conducted at two levels. The first was a pneral or 

overall evaluation in which the variabl.- were examined for net Cains. The 

second was an Internal analysis that Unked the outcomes to the treatments 

imposed so as to test for treatment effects and non-treatment effects. 

After the evaluation of the impact of the prop-am on intermediate 

outcome variables, these variables then became a part of the overall evaluation 

model In order to assess the impact of the New Pride prosram on the primary 

outcome measure. In this case, the amount of chanse in these intermediate 

variables was used to interpret and explain observed differences in the rate of 

recidivism. 

This brinp us to a disc:v'.a1on of the way in which the key variable of 

recidivism waS defined. It WIS measured in terms of rearrests that resulted in 

new petitions In ,avenue courts or Indictments In adult courts, and new 

adjudications and/or convictions. Offenses were measured after clients were 

admitted to the procram and after comparison subjects were ass1ped a s1mllar 

case action date. Offenses -..re ap1n measured 12 months later for both 

gro~, when it w.u assumed that c1ien~ had the benefit of the treatment 

experience. 

New Petltiafts. The first basic measure of recidivism consisted of rearrests 

that were referred by pollee to the courts for action and which resulted in new 
charses. There were two reasons why this measure was selected. The first 'lIU 

. that the dec:is1on by the prosecutor to charse an 1nd1vidual with • new offense 

is 
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was Weely to screen out the more trivial arrests and other arrests for whida 

there was insufficient evidence to convict (or to find a -determination of cullt" 
In juvenile courts). This was considered a worthwhUe screenins of the population 

under study i:Mcause multiple offenders are often watched more dosely and 

arrested more often than others in their ase sroup who do not have records. The 

second reason involved the difficu!ty of obt'ainins permission to access pollce 

flies direc:tly, particularly in those cities where there are multiple pollee and 

sheriff's departments. The concomitant strategic problems of accessing reports 

when they are located ;'n many offices spread over wide geographic areas was a 

cost consideration. 

Re.rJUdic:ation. When the study sot underway, it was successfully arsued 

that from a' polley point of view the impact of the program on New Pride clients 

misht be best assessed by usin& a ....... der" measure of recidivism such at new 

adjudications or convictions In adult court. So whUe senerally speakins measures 

Involvins earller decision points are superior to other types of recidivism 

measures, these more legally consequential measures 'of recidivism were also 

used. Aside from their relevance in Issessins system penetration, these 

Variables are SeneraUy c:ons1dered to be key elements in the socia.t deflnition or 

labellns process for most offenders • 

Jncmantion. Evaluatins the consequences of program participation on 

the incarceratk.. rate of cJ1ents required comparins observations on a statistical 

comparison croup which was matched to resemble experimental subjects in terms 

of two criterion variables: the number of prior adjudications and ase at offense • 

Information on new adjudications or conviCtions and on the dispositions of such 

cases were routinely pthered by follow-up documentation. Decisions of the 

court were noted on forms coverins each criminal event in the client or 

comparison croup file that was updated every six months. 
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Ccmpasltlen. Two typeS of comparlion IfOUPS were leneratect from the 

cc:nplete court file searches In each of seven dties. Both sroups cansist of 

adjudicated youth who meet the Individual sites' criteria of eJl&lbWty for the 

procram as It was operationa11zed for pUrposes of c1lent Intab. The first is 

comprised of the universe of all Individuals who meet the eUalJUBty criteria for 

the prosram and who have been saeened by .t least one 1cnow1edleable penon 

oriclnaIIy Involved in the selection of c1lents. The officJal role of this person has 

varlec1 from clty to city, ranain& from tM supervisar of probation officers In San 

Francisco to the counselin& supervisor or evaluator elsewhere. Thi5 IfOUP is 

c:a1Ied the "qualitative comparison 1fOUP" beause it was desipecI to control for 

the cIiscretionary dec:islon-makin of projects and courts in the selection of 

possible candidates for the prosram. 

The second croup is • quantitatively derived set of comparison subjects 

~ed the "statistical comparison croup." It is • subset of the universe of 

eligibles defined qualit.atively. In order to define the matc:hinl procedures 

appropriate for. Ihis crouP, • number of substantial problems were defined, 

evaluated, and addressed by all core staff and'the .national advisory panel. These 

issues and their solutions are dlscus:aed in the foUowln& section. 

Matddnl Stla!ep. Matchin& was dona on • site-by-s!te basis because elf 

wide variations In court procedures between the jurisclictlons in which New Pride 

was repUcated. For example, In Chic:qo, the .verace number of prior counts 

adjudicated for the treatment croup was 33. In Pensacola aM Provldence, the 

.verqe was 6.2.' The only .... y these differences could be helG constant was to 

control for them by matchin& comparison subjects from the same dtles. 

Aitolether, 970 treatment subjects we-:e matched ~ 72. comparison subjects (6If 

percent of the lnltla1 qualitatively def1ned comparison pup). 

Because of the we1l-clocumented relationship between the number of prior 

offenses and subject .. on the amount of crlrne committed and the 1lIcellhood of 

new char&es, • matchln& procedure for the statistical comparison crouP was 
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devised that would take them int" .ccount. Subjects had to be matched on age 

in order to insure comparability in the maturity o( the groups. The number of 

adjudications in their criminal histories had to correspond so that we were 

examinin& the backgrounds of equally serious offenders. Therefore, for each 

selected comparison group subject, matching procedures established a 

hypothetical date of entry (or case ac:tlon date) after an adjudicated offense 

corresponding, in terms of number of priors and ale at offense, to a subject of 
the treatment group. . 

To assure Sl°mllarl°ty ; ... the ... age at offense distributions between the 

treatment and comparison groups, subjects were matched proportionally within 

catelories of numbers of priors. Hence, if five percent of the client group 

entered the prosram with only one adjudication, five percent of comparison 

• group members were matched to them at their first adjudication. Ukewise, if 10 

percent of all cllen~ entered with two adjudicatio!'lS, 10 percent of the 

comparison group were included to "start" with two adjudications, etc. 

Comparison subjects for each category were selected on the basis of similarity 

to the ellent group in terms of age at their matchecl offense. This procedUre 
allowed the comparison groups to be smaller while the offense distributions 
remained the same. 

'Flnally, an adjustment was made to control for the "intake lags" which 

occurred in the' treatment croup. After the last prior adjudication occurred for a 

ellent, there was 101M period of time befcre he or she entered the prolram. For 

the treatment groups at each site this Jag time was measured and the median lag 

time was asslped to comparison cases from the same site. The point in time of 

each comparison cnruP subjecn matched prior offense plus the intake lag 

assiped provided the hypothetical case action date for that perscm. 

Results of the Match. Table I presents a schematic outline of the results 

of the m.tchln& procedure extensively discussed in the full report. The generally 

successful results of applyln& the dgorithm to the development of the 

comparison arcups appears in the left two columns of the table. AU sites, except 

Camden, show no slsnWcant differences between the treatment and comparison 

18 
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Schematic Ova ,iew of the Results of the Treatment
cam ..... era.. Match 

Number Prior Ale Prior 
Sustained at Serious- Ethni-Site Adjudications Entry ness dty Gender 

Camden • • 
Chicalo 

Frasno • 
Kansas City • • 
Pensacola • • 
ProYidence • • 
San Francisco • • 
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aroups on the match parameterse The ript four columns of the table shoW the 

results of tests between IfOUPS for four other sources of bias. Prior seriousness 

of offenses is the least bothersome source of bias between aroups, but 

differences in ethnic and lender compositions of the groups ~ fi~ sites and 

differences In time to follow-up affect four. No site goesunscatchecl by one or 

more sources of bias. ~ 
')1'0 \ .. \. 

J ,(.i 
The results of the match Indicate that matching procedures can be 

implemented quite effectively ~ but they can never account for all of the SC3urce5 

of bias between sroups. Statistical controls on biases are an inevitable 

necessity. 

Infannation cOuectecI. The following pieces of information were collected 

on all comparison subjects who met program eligibility by 1oc:al definition, but 

had not been referred to the program: 

,. Name and court ID number (if available); 

Probation Officer's name and telephone nUlnber; 

• Birthdate; 

• 
• 
• 

• 

Sex; 

E~c1ty; 

Complete juvenUe justice history forms filled out on all 
offenses for which the juvenile was "judicatecl or for 
which • site spec1f1c alternative type of determination of 
pUt w. made; and 

A separate Ustin& of dates on which other petitions were 
med which cIld not reswt In an adjudication or other 
determination of guilt. 

For the most part, this data 'flU collected on e1i&ible cases occurring 

within the same time frame In which the projedS operated~ One site with 

spec1aI problems, where aU or nearly aU ellsib1e cases were referred, collected 

the information on slmUar cases processed by the same courts two years prior 10 

the implementation of the project. 
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Follow-up Data CoJlectian 

Tuninc. AU e:tperlmentaJ and comparison subj~~ w~re followed up every 

six months through the winter of J914. Additional records We!"e entered for each 

individual charged with new offenses that lot referred t~ either juvenile or adult 

courts for action. Regular updates included all offenses, their accompanying 

caR. action, and dispositions that were recorded by lune 30 and December 30 of 

each year. 

AU youth were follo'~'ed up through December 31, 1983 and many through 

the spring of 1914. The evaluation design, particularly the comparative analysis 

of the distribution of recidivism over time, required that three points of follow

up be available. This &oal was met for all but a very few clients. From one to 

three years of follow-up time after J2 months of program participation was 

available for nearly everyone. The average was two years, seven months time 

after program entry. Clients entering the prolram in or after 1983 were not 

considered in the impact evaluation because they did not have sufficient follow

up time to be compared with the others. 

SIucIs. Sources of follow-up information inc:1uded the assianed juvenile 

probation officers, juvenile court records, and adult court records when indicated 
by virtue of subject .. or waiver. Clerics of court, court administrators, and 

intake units for adult probation agendes were other sources. 

Tue. In au instances of recidivism for both client and comparison youths, 

a juvenile justice history form was fWed out. Secondary outcome measures, such 

as dlpJomas or CiEDI received and school attendance records subsequent to 

program participation, were usually followed up by school reinte .... tlon 

coordinators for the client poup. Such follow-up providedbefofe-end<4fter 

profiles as weJJ as indicators of program achievement, the intermediate outcome 

variables. 
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Tedmiques of Analysis in the New Pride Study 

Four main data analysis techniques were used to test the impact of the 

New Pride projects on the recidivism of youth served, given the development of 

a matched comparison group. Each approach answers a slightly different 

quenion: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Linear-logistic analyses provide a measure of the proportion 
of subjects who recidivated after entry to New Pride. This 
approach allows for the statistical control of between group 
biases. 

Muld,Je-nw essian analyses provide a measure of !he 
frequency of recidivism within groups after ease action 
elate. Regardless of the number of offenders within each 
group (as measured by linear-logistic analyses for instance), 
the numbers of offenses within groups may be quite 
different depending on the frequency of new petitions of 
adjudications. 

Survival analyses represent one refinement of the linear
logistic approach. Here,. regardless of how many offenders 
recidivate within groups (linear-logistic analyses), the form 
of the temporal recidivism function Uallur~ f~on) after 
New Pride entry is of interest. AU other things being equal, 
two groups with equal numbers of offenders can have very 
different times to their first recidivating events. 

Tbne aries analyses represent a refinement of the approach 
analyzinl counts of recidivism within groups. The time 
series analyses examine not only the ~~~ of ,oHana'S 
after any given point, but also their distribution m tune. All 
other thinp being equal, two groups with equal frequencies 
of offense after a point of observation entry can have very 

. different time series rec:1cIlvism functions, showing either 
cIecre8ses or increUeS in the frequenCles of recidivism over 
time. 

The approach taken in these analyses was to arrive at an understanding of 

redclivism that was as comprehensive as possible. The multi-method approach 
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insured this. The result has, ~ to produce a complete description of recidivism 

after New Pride in the comparison and treatment groups that raised a number of 

methodological questions, but which points toward profitable avenues of analysis 

that may be taken up in the future. Each of these avenues of inquiry will be 
discussed here. 

JJnear-l.o&istic Analyses an Subjects eo Recidiva1e. This analytic 

approach is the basis for most of the statements that can be made regarding the 

data on youth who recidivate. Unear-Iogistic analyses aUow for the statistical 

control of biases due to differences between groups in age at case action date, 

prior numbers of offenses, prior offense seriousness, ethnic differences, gender 

differences, and time to follow-up. The implementation of this analysis shows 

tha.t age at program entry, ethnic differences, gender differences and time to 

follow-up are all significantly related to recidivism after New Pride entry. In 

addition a sizeable a~gation effect waS found across jurisdictions. 

Multiple Jle&ressian Analyses an Counts of Recidivism. These analyses 

show that controls can be implemented in analyzing base line frequencies of 

redicivism after a point at which observation begins. However, the problem with 

such analyses is that the underlying distributions of offense counb are 
intractable. Most offenders recidivate once, if at all, and not again thereafter, 

at least within Ule period of follow-up given by the data (an average of 134 

weeks). So, although the approach appears statistically viable, it in fact is not. 

Extended sources of recidivism come from a minority of subjects that continue 

to recidivate for a long time after observation begns~ 

SurviYaI Analyses. These analyses offer a great deal of potential for the 

analysis of recidivism. N conventially implemented, however, the analyses fall 

short of their potential. This is due essentlaUy to the lade of understanding of 

the nature of the recidivism data in youth samples. Among juveniles, the 

probability of recidivism is a function of the arvWnear relationship between age 
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and time. Rates of reoffending do not simply increase or decrease with age, but 

rather, they increase as a function of age up to a certain point of peak activity 

and decrease with inaeasing age thereafter. Because of this, exponential 

models or exponential clec:ay models such as that proposed by Maltz and 

McCleary are not appropriate in analyzing time-to--recidivate data on youthful 

offenders. Like any statistical m~l, if the assumptions of the model do not 

concur with the respective features of the data, the resuLting analyses can be 

very misleading. The only appropriate models posit ~ed hazard functions 

which are not-monotonic (i.e., they don't simply rise or faU). These models offer 

the possibility of integrating maturation effects into a time-to-recidivate 

analysis, by providing an appropriate control for hazard differences based on age. 

Two analyses of the cumulative recidivism functions were performed in the 

New Pride evaluation. A descriptive analysis of the recidivism functions shows 

that at one site, Fresno, the forms of the survival functions are si!nificantly 

different. A subsequent analysis based on the exponential decay model of Maltz 

and McCleary (1977) shows how the groups differ in their asymptotes and rate 

parameters, but no significant differences in the forms of the functions could be 

found. Additional research is necessary to develop more appropriate survival 

,models. Part1c:uIarly, future survival models applied to this data should consider -

the observed maturation effects underlying recidivism. 

~ther problem with the survival analyses presented is that they cannot 

statistically control for biases appearing between the comparison and treatment 

groups. Implementation of such features in survival models is rare. But again a 

judicious choice of model can provide procedures adequate to this task (see 

Lawless, 1982; Preston and Clarkson, 1983). It was assumed that the matching 

procedure would adequately control for the two main sources of bias, age at 

program entry and number of prior sustained adjudications, as it did. However, 

other sources of bias, as notecl above in the linear-logistic analyses, carne to be 

of importance to the analysis. 
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Tune series analyses. These analyses are strictly descriptive in nature and 

do not st..tistica11y test differences between comparison and treatment groups in 

recidivism. Their majn goal is to provide an accurate representation of 

recidivism histories In the groups after a specific point, such as a year after 

intervention. For this purpose, these analyses work well. All of the data on 

reoffense behavior is used. By examining the time course of '.'IV'cidivism rates in 

different groups, the relative forms of the increase or decline in recidivism rates 

can be evaluated. 

Results of the Comparative Study 

The major thrust of the New Pride evaluation was to determine if there 

were significant differences in. recidivism in the treatment group after the 

program when compared to matched comparison groups drawn from each site. 

The comparison' groups were matched to the treatment groups in terms of 

number of prior sustained adjudication and subject ages at the most recent 

offense. 

Controlling for differences in gender and ethnic compositions, follow-up 

time, age at program entry, c:ross-site aggregation effects, and seriouSness of 

prior offenses, linear-logistic analyses showed no dlffemces between groups. 

The forms of the survival functions describing cumulative recidivism over time 

after the program were found not to differ from one another. Nor did the fitted 

parameters of the Maltt and, McCleary (1m) exponential decay model of 

recidivism differ betwti. groups. Post-program rates of recidivism examined in 

successive two month intervals in the time series design suggested that there 
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were some impmvements in the treatment group rates over those of the 

comparison group rates. But lacking a test formulated for this mode of analysis 

and an adequate sample over this time f~e, ri) significant differences between 

groups could be found in the data. 

F'mally, a careful look at the relative seriousness of offenses committed 

both before and after the New Pride experience was taken.· Significant 

increases in the seriousness of offenses from before to after the program were 

detected. For youth who continued offending, seriousness increased in both 
\ 

groups, a finding that replicates Shannon's (1982). But again, there were no \' 

significant differences in the levels of seriousness between the comparison and 

treatment groups. 

Simply because the available measures do not result in statistically 

signifi~t differences between groups overall does not add support to the 

'"nothing works": school of thought. In fact th~· New Pride evaluation has 

suc:c:essfully pointed out a number of program features that do appear to reduce 

recidivism •. As a consequence of an extremely detailed set of 

analyses of the New Pride recidivism data, we believe that there are a number of 

probl~ in the conceptualization and measurement of recidivism which have as 
yet not been addressed, and which make interpretation of these analyses 

dlfficu1t. This is not to say that the findings presented in these and other studies 

are in error, but that the conceptualization and measurement of recidivism is at 

this point inadequately developed. 

.The re1ativa seriousness of offenses was measured through an adaptation of the 
SeWn and. Wolfpng (19611) seriousness index of offenses using a clusterscoring 
method (Gruenewald, Laurence and West, 198'). 
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RESULTS OF THE STUDY '"'\ I 
vy / I 

Comparative Analysis Summary if;~ j 
, V-Y \'),) I r. )./ . 

\.P r.'\ :j 

The New Pride Replication projects were based on a model which embodies I tJ ~ .J 1 

some of the best thinking in the field of community-based corrections. In ',J.; I ~ :1 

concept and implementation the projects were often excellent, sucbesuuUy \'r,i}' I ..) • ~J I f 
lei ·th of· .... bar ) . \'-' i 'J a wor ng WI . many SOCle .. l' s dest core juvenile offenders in a O)mmunity 'J1.l \~', U 
. S ' , j 

setting. taff really cared about youth and provided many of ~m with ,)" . r:~ I 
personally welcomed individual concern and attention. They delivered effective J. ~ '/ -(--' l J 

assistance in educational areas and job experience. ( .v.,.r,'l ,,vv'.' 
{Vr-' \i,!Y \(.l J 

••• ,':) {\.t-\ . ~l~ ; ~ 
There was much national mterest and Involvement which facilitated the 't-.. v ~l.~ \ fl· I g,. \ ~v 

replication effort over~ ~ projects were carefully monitored. They had D'I~<';I,...,!~"t . 

great community and juvenile justice system support, and excellent MIS, }p~~.: ... ';.;~~'~:, ' 
outstanding evaluation information, and adequate follow-up time on project \'" ~, .. :\ vJ/~ 
youth. V\c:f~.Jj}\,' 

~ .J( 

Yet with all this, the projects had no overall impact on these key measures 1'0Y' 
of delinquency: the rates at which youth were adjudicated for new offenses, and 

on their rates of incarceration. During the time they were in the program, more 

project youth were petitioned to court. !~, new offenses than thOS4! in the 

eompariSon group, and were 10 .,ercent !!,ore likely to be petitioned to court on ') 

technical violations of probation as welL Importantly, these findings ~be ~0 . 
attributed to the higher visibility of clients, to intensive supervision, and to the 

excellent record of accountability of the projects to the courts. There were no 

significant differences found between groups in rates of adjudication at any 
time, nor in petitions flled after the program. 

An often overlooked issue in the implementation of high-proflle treatment 

programs mandated fer specific types of offenders is the impact the programs 

have on other parts of the system. Of ~cular interest is whether 
participation in New Pride resulted in an -iriCi"i85e ;-adjudi .-.-___________ .-...;~~-U..l- . .cations ___ a_ 
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proportion of petitions fileld pri~9_~ ,program;. that is, .. \Vhether _oC.09t the 

program _Wad a n!.t:wid~~effec;.t.. This question was answered by comparing 

the percentage of sustained adjudications per total number of petitions flled, 

both prior and subsequent to. case action date within each jurisdiction. * 

The results indicated that, for both the comparison and treatment groups, 

there was a sharp overall decline in the ratio of adjudications to petitions filed 

from before to after case action date (t = -1&.423, N = 1,149, and p< .0001) md 

to 12 months afterwards (t=-14.634, N = 641, and p < .0001). There were large 

differences between sites in these effects, with the smallest drop observed at 

Chicago am the largest drop at Pensacola. Within every site except Chicago, 

these changes were statistically significant. 

Other results confirmed that jurisdictions adjudicate at substantially 

diffe~ent rates (F = 99.048, df :: 6, 1,687, MS(e) = .72, and p < .0001), depending 

on their own juvenile court procedures. Before case action date, comparison 

group members had high~ rates of adjudication overall ~ clients. This fact 

contradicts the ~t-widening hypotheris that clients would be adjudicated more 

prior to program entry in order to make them eligible for New Pride. Before the 

program, older youth had lower adjudication ratios than younger ones. There 

were no significant effects for differences in gender or ettWcity. 

Next,' changes in the ratios of adjudication from before to after case action 

date were evaluated using an analysis of covariance. Greater follow-up time was 

related to an 1nc:rease in the adjudication ratio. Females were adjudicated less 

frequently than males, but there were no differences between comparison and 

treatment groups. Significant differences between sites were fourid. The same 

held true in an analysis comparing adjudication ratios before case action date 

with 'the adjudication ratios of offenses incurred 12 months afterwards. No 

* These percentages were converted to proportions and analyzed in terms of 
loglts (see Cohen and Cohen, 197'. for a review of this analytic approach). 
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effects were found for age, ethnicity, number of prior filed petitions, or number 

of petitions flied after case action date. Longer follow-up periods were 

associated with a slightly greater c:hanc:e of observing sustained adjudications for 

petitions that were flied. 
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The essential point in this discussion is that the implementation of these ~~'~ r~ " / 
large-sca1e Federally-funded projects aimed at serious and chronic offenders had 0' (.) X' ! 
no m~uraDle SfSt~n,I im~ on the lirl?'?"'" CL.pmcedureLoLtbe._juv.eoij, .. '- l. ~ 

- ,) ·C/i 
~ -",P~cipation in New Pride was not associated with either an increase or' ~J- \ )\)"0 i 
a decrease in rates of adjudication or in commitment rates of youth to state . ,.Iv\ '" "f I. 

).I . v, 1'\ j 

correctionallnstitutions. In only one analysis can the treatment groups be shown \l~, ,.' ~\ ,~ f 
to ultimately recidivate less than the comparison groups at five of the seven . ·XiI' ( I 

\ t' \ I 
. sites (time-series analysis). But lacking a test formulated for this mode (Jf I 

analysis and an adequate sample over this time frame, no significant differences 

between groups can be found in the data. 
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Profile of the Type of Youth Served by the Projects 

1,1'1 youth participated in New Pride between June of 1980 and January of 

1984 in the seven impact cities. In general terms, the following profile emerges: 

• The typical New Pride client is a black male, l' years old, 
with an average of 11.3 officially recorded offenses, '.7 
of which have resulted in judicial determinations of guilt 
by the time he is admitted to the ,program. 

• He is most llkely to come from a family of five headed by 
a single parent, having a family income of $9,999 or less. 
(Forty-four percent of aU client families receive AFDC.) 

• His parents never graduated from high schooL Fifty 
percent of them were unemployed entirely. 

• He is performing from three to four years below his 
assigned grade level in school in reading and mathematics, 
respectively, and is often a dropout. 

• He has never been employed prior to his partidpation in 
the program. 

------ -~ . 
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MIS data.suggest that the projects were highly successful in providing the .L .... ' --- - :/" services that were prescribed by the New pride mOdel to the intended target v 

population of serious and chronic offenders. These services had a number of 

positive Impacts. The clients, on average, gained significantly on the aeademic 

achievement tests administered both before and after their participation in the 

program. Their participation in school improved during and afterwards. Sixty 

percent of them got jobs while in New Pride. 

Client impact data suaest that while many services were delivered and 

gains were made by meat of the youth, they were not enough to make up for the 

enormous def1cits that the average clients had when they entered the program. 

Evidence was found to support the theory upm which the New Pride program is 
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based, that of differential opportunity._ The youth who had the highest test 

~';'res generally·-;t;.; they entered the program recidivated less ~ter the 

program. They had more skills to take advantage of the legitin,ate .uctures of 

opportunity provided by the society of which they are a part. The amount of 

academic gain made by youth while in the intensive phase ~ seven months in 

mathematics and more than a year in reading. Given the population of youth 

served by the projects, these gains are large. However, given the aveerage three 

to four year deficit in academic achievement, they were not large enough to 

strongly enhance the abilities of the average client to return to school or to 

otherwise join the mainstream of adolescent life. Therefore, it is not surprising 

that gain scores had no relationship to recidivism after the program. 

Being employed for more than 10 days was negatiye1y associated with 

recidivism during the program. Also associated with reduced probabilities of 

reoffense during the program was the number of recreational services delivered 

to clients. Interestingly, greater numbers of cultural activities were associated 

with increased recidivism afterwards. Perhaps this is due'to a trade-off, with 

participants in cultural activities having less time for other more central 

services of the New Pride program. 

There was no relationship between program duration and reci~vism, either 

during or after- New Pride. This suggests that projects did not terminate c;li~ 

because they were petitioned to court for new offenses. U they did recidivate, 

they were more likely to be terminated unsuccessfully, howeVer. 

Generally over all clients, there was no relationship between successful 

termination fr.om-the program and recidivism afterwards. Though it was hoped 

that the projects would show. overall average reductions, this was not expected 

given the findings of previoUs evaluation studies. 

Employment variables weR related to the probability of successful 

termination from the program, as well as to recidivism. U clients ever were 

employecl during New Pride, they were more likely to sUc:ceecL Also, if they had 
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positive views about their chances of getting the kinds of jobs they wanted at 

program entry and exit, they were more Wcely to be seen as successes. 

Conversely, the number of times fired from jobs was associated with 

unsuc:casful termination from the program. 

In this canteKt it may be quite important to review some of the large 

number of variables which did not have a. significant impact on recidivism. In 

considering them, it should be lcept in mind that the study attempted to predict 

who would and would not recidivate again among those who were already chronic 

delinquents. It did not .:ompare more serious and less serious offenders, nor did 

it compare delinquents with non-de.Unquent controls. In the context of the New 

Pride evaluation, serious multiple offenders were c:ompared only with other 

serious multiple offenders. Therefore, many variables which distinguish the 

probability of recidivism in other studies do not do so here. 

For instance, in this inquiry the number of friends in trouble with the law 

has no relationship to recidivism.. The number of prior offenses is unrelated to . ~ 
-' 

) 
recidivism, when controlling for jurisdictional differences. (discretionary ~ {' : ,:.1. 

decision-making) between the New Pride sites. All of the items related to social _.) ~\'l 
bonds and to stigma have no relationship to recidivism in this study, nor do any ':J \ ' 

J .v<_.,'\" 

of the factors c:onc:erned with differential treatment by social agencies or by the ~ .Y" . 
juvenile justice system. Neither out-of-home placement nor short-term 

detention experience, nor the number ~f such experienees, have any significant 

association with n!ddivism. Neither does restitution, long-term commitments to 

state correctional institutions, nor overall participation in New Pride. 

One of the most important pieces of information to emerge from the New 

Pride evaluation is that, controlling for skewness in offense histories and 

jurisdictional differences, there is no relationship between number of Priors and 

subsequent recidivism. Rather, there is a statistically significant, but weak 

association between recidivism during the program and recidivism afterwards. 

This suggests that among chronic juvenile offenders, there may be no increase in '1 
the probability of recidivism due to the accumulation of criminal events. 
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Rather, the commission of a criminal act temporarily elevates the probability of 

subsequent recidivism. In this view, the greater the amount of time since the 

last criminal event, the less likely there will be a future one. 

Signifiavrt differences emerged within the client groups. Black youth 

come Into the pt'Ogram about two months younger than whites, with fewer, but 

slightly m\lie serious offenses. Youth from aU ethnic groups are equally likely to 

complete the program successfully, but Anglos and Hispanics are less likely to 

recidivate, both during and after participation in New Pride. Thls parallels what 

happens in the comparison groups after their assigned "case action" dates and 12 

months beyond. Similarly, female clients are more likely to complete the 

program sucxessfuUy and are less Wcely to reoffe:ncL -Comparison group femal~ 

are also less llkeIy to recidivate than males. The findings in the treatment 

groups parallel those in the comparison groups with regard to age as well, with 

older subjects less llIcely to recidivate. 

Clients least lilcely to recidivate are white (Anglo) females ~der than 16 

years, who com~ ~m non-welfare families in which they were not' punished 

excessively, who don't have needs in many areas of life, and who are not satisfied 

with their lives when they arrive. They have generally high pre-test scores an 

tests of academic achievement, espaciaUy mathematics, ~d have fathers who 

are not highly 'ed\lC8ted, so that the adtural value placed on education is not 

undermined because of a highly educated, but possibly negative role modeL 

Alternatively, clients most llkeIy to recidivate include' younger black males 

who come from families an welfare, with serious academic deficiencies, who are 

happy with themselves as they are despite having needs in many areas of life, 

and who have highly educated fathers and a history of being punished frequently 

by their parents or guarcIlar1s. 
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In summary, program participation did not alter known patterns of 

generalized levels of rlslc in the treatment groups. The study identified specific 

variables and the relative importance of these variables to the probability that a 

recidivating event wauld be detected after the program. The three most 

important ones are the length of the follow-up period (6.8 percent of the 

variatlon), the jurisdiction in which the youth resides (S.9 percent of the 

varia~on), and maturity (2.3 percent of the variation). Together, these account 

for l' pvcent of the variation in recidivism. All other background, attitudinal, 

environmental, and program process variables add only , percent more to the 

known variation in recidivism after the program. 

A Thearetic:allnterpretation of the F"mdinp 

'/\ 
Elliott U 979) demonstrated that in the area of d~",ency prevention ~d 

treatment evaluation research, there is a critical need for the clear translation 

of sociological concepts and processes into s~c change objectives and 

activities. Without an explicit theoretical rationale, it is not possible to 

distinguish program fau~ from 'theory failure, and it is equally difficult to 

establish causal influence in those instances' where favorable outcomes are 

observed for treatment groups. 

Even if the immediate treatment objectives are, in fact, achieved, it is 

still problematic to interpret findlnp without the ability to specify a series of 

intervening variables llnkin& those treatment objectives to a theory which 

hypothesizes some reduction in delinquency. 

The theory of differential opportunity is the theoretical framework ri'lost 

appropriate to the New Pride program and its data on client outcomes. The 

major components of the New Pride model are designed to better equip clients to 

compete In the legitimate opportunity structures of society. In providing 

severely clsadvantaged youna people with remedial eclUCtltian, job placement 

services, counsel1n&. and employment experience, the p'rOject is designed to 

Im~ve their chances for success in legitimate pursuits. 
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As yo~ experience suc:c:ess in areas where they have previously failed, 

and as they are ·exposed to broader areas of ,life than they have known in 

environments of financial and cultural deprivation, it is postulated that their 

anti-social behavior will decrease. The New Pride model was designed to address 

two of the scourges of mankind exemplified by the backgrounds of clients: 

ignorance and want. 

Considering the f1nd1ngs of the study overall, there is evidence; in support 

of the theory of differential opportunity. ~ the area of education, the 

hypothesis is that improved academic achievement (the immediate treatment 

objective) will result in the improvement of reP.ar school performance, which 

will, in tum, increase a youngster's stake in the system of existing legitimate 

opportunities (in which he or she is now equipped to operate more suc:c:essfully). 
• 

The cansequence of all this is presumed to be a reduced involvement in 

delinquent behavior and a lower risk of being petitioned to court for new 

offenses. 

The projects did, in fact, attain their treatment objective of improving 

academic ac:hievf!ment among clients, who gained substantially. However, the 

improvement was not enough to make up for the initial average three-to-four

and-a-half-year deficiencies. 

In confirmation of the theory of differential opportunity, it was shown that 

clients who had high pre-test scores were less likely to recidivate after the 

program. They were better able to take advantage of the legitimate 

opportunities .around them, includin& those provided by the program. Clients 

with better academic skills were more likely to be terminated from New Pride 

sucx:essfully than other clients. 

New Pride projects were also ~ ~ in 1ncreas1ng the school 

attendance of clients, and in reducing tIi!ir-ftteS of unexcused absences, both 

during and after the procram. Taken together, these data imply that more 

remedial edll~tian may be needed if it is a reasonable goal of treatment to 
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provide the average client with the means to suc:c:eed in school and to better 

suc:c:eed in life. 

An interesting finding related to father's education bears indirectly on the 

theory of differential opportunity. More highly educated fathers were more 

likely to have children who recidivated after the program. In this instance, an 

aversive role model may have turned youth away from education. This could 

have 1nc:reased their probability of recidivism by effectively reducing their 

legitimate options. 

The impact of employment an recidivism was mixed, but generally supports 

the theory. Employment services and single jobs lasting for more than 10 days 

tended to depress recidivism rates, whereas a greater number of short-term 

employment experiences increased them. Being employed for more than 10 days 

was negatively associated with recidivism during the program, but not 

afterwards. 

Two empl~ment variables are significantly related to recidivism after 

New Pride, each in a different way. Receiving job placement services during 

New Pride decreases the 1ikellhood of recidivism afterward. Thi~ finding 

supports one of the contentions of the theory underlying New Pride: Enabling 

clients to seek and obtain jobs should help provide them with legitimate 

C?pportunities and encourage them to give up anti-social activities. 

Unfortunately, clients who obtained jobs during New Pride did not recidivate 

sipificant1y less overall tMn those who did not. Rather, the effects of 

employment were mixed. The greater the number of jobs that were held by 

clients during New Pride, the more Wcely they were to recidivate afterwards. 

This suggests that job instablllty tended to increase recidivism.. Most clients 

having Jobs duriJrag New Pri~ had only one. Those who had more than one job 

typical1y had lellS stable, short-term employment experiences that ~ not 

helpful to them. 
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This finding points out that it Is essential to optimize suc:c:essful 

experiences for this group of young people. If every attempt to Join the 

mainstream of society results in failure, the alternatives for these youth are 

very llmited indeed. This is particularly true in the area of employment where 

most still do not have a reinforced sense that they cannot succ:eed. 

The theory of differential opportunity hypothesizes that stress resulting 

from a disparity between aspirations and expectations may contribute to 

de1lnquency. When comparing delinquents and ~dellnquents, previous resecYch 

has indicated that the delinquent groups could be distinguished by higher 

aspirations for achievement than they expected to meet. The findings of this 

study support ~ proposition that going to school is a frustrating experience for 

chronic delinquents, and that higher e~tions for education are more llkely 

to result in recidivism, at least over the short term. Disparity does not cause 

recidivism among those who are already delinquents. 

Perhaps earll~ in delinquent careers young people may aspire to higher 

education yet negatively assess their chances of obtaining it, given environments 

of general depriVation, bad schools, and the expectations of significant others 

around them. This may well be a frustrating experience which could contribute 

to the llkellhood of delinquency, at least initially. However, the data indicate 

that by the time youth anive in the New Pride program, they have established 

records of failure in schooL They are so far behind others of ~ age group and 

grade level that ade,quate remediation is unllke1y.. In addition, school attendance 

has frequently resui'ted in demeaning and embarrassing experiences. Even if they 

try their hardest, faUure is llkel1, given four-year def1ciendes. Going to school 

has become truly av(nve. 

In the New . Pride sample, disparity between edualtional 'URlrations and, 

~ed recidivism during the program iJ.t a surprising_way. It was 
a.~ated with reduced probabilities of recidivism. Further examination of the 

data revealed that the higher the clients' expectancies for education, the greater 

their Wcellhood of recidivism, whereas aspirations had no relationship to 
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recidivism at all. The disparity finding was an artificial one, due entirely to the 

fact that higher expectations were associated with lower discrepancies between 

aspiration and expectation. Greater discrepancy scores simply meant that 

expectations were lower, and lower expectatio~ reduced recidivism. 

The flnding that higher expectations for educational experience are 

. associated with in-program recidivism is an interesting one. It suggests that 

patterns of school failure coupled with legal requirements to stay in school, at 

least until the age of 16, are llnked with recidivism. 

What is also interesting is the lack of any relationship of expectation to 

recidivism after the program. Several factors account for this finding. First, 

the New Pride program has provided educational experience in an individualized 

and supportive context. This could reduce fear of continued failure in school and 

increue confidence among clients that they can handle school successfully. 

Second, the average age of the clients has increased beyond the point where they 

are legally required to stay in schooL Finally, educational aspirations went down 

over the course of the program and became spaced out over different categories, 

suggesting that clients had indeed been exposed to meaningfUl alternatives. 

8roadly viewed, findings from this study concerning the causes of 

continued delinquency support a circumstantial approach, rather than a genetic 

one Involving any theory of behavior which is hypothesized to operate over great 

S'itretches of time. It is most important to bear in mind that the demographic, . 

environmental, behavioral, attitudinal, familial, and system variables that were 

examined here together still leave SO percent of the variation in recidivism 

unexplained. 

Our experience with New Pride has provided enormous insight into the 

difficulties of analyzing recidivism data. . Every method used to analyze 
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recidivism characterizes data in a different way. For example, simply counting 

recidivists assumes that· the f"U'St instance of recidivism Ior any individual 

adequately describes his or her behavior. Unfortunately, this Ic1nd of observation 

uses onlY!l very limited portion of the data, ignoring the amount of time to the 

first reoffense, the fact that many individuals recidivate mare than once, and 

the time between offenses. Linear-logistic analyses are subject to these 

criticisms since they are based on simple counts. Survival analyses attempt to 

overcome one of these shortcomings by measuring the latency to each subject's 

first reoffense, but again neglect later repeated offenses. 

These analyses are, so to speak, numerically nearsighted. From the great 

wealth of data available on the offense behavior of New Pride ellents, a very 

limited subset is extracted to represent aU the recidivism of the analyzed groups 

(e.g., the first offense after program termination). Upon this limited extraction 

from the whole data base on offense behavior, the impact of the New Pride 

program . and the efficacy of New Pride components in reducing 

recidivism . are evaluated. It is unfortunate that the method most 

useful in statistically controlling bias also makes the most limited ~e of the 

data U1near-logiStic analysis). This is not a fault of the New Pride evaluation, 

but a consequence of the current stage of development of statistical techniques 

appropriate to the analysis of recidivism data. 

One other important feature of the types of analyieS just c:ons1dered is a 

natural constraint on the time base in which recidivism is observed. If a 

majority of subjects recidivate early in the analr.Js, only a minority of subjects 

form the base of the remaining data. For example, in Providerlce, '0 percent of 

both the comparison and treatment groups had new petitions by the fourth month 

after case action date, and 80 percent of both groups had new petitions by the 

. twelth month. Thus, after the first year only 20 percent Gf the original subject 

pool were being considered in the analysis. This natural constraint varies from 

site to site, depending upon recidivism rates in each jurisdict1an. In Camden, 50 

percent of bothgoups had new petitions by the ninth month after case action 

date. 
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Two other approaches to the analysis of recidivism taken in this evaluation 

more fully utillze the data. First, the total number of new petitions and 

sustained adjudications incurred by each subject was used to represent 

recidivism; a subject recidivating once would have a count of one, a subject 

recidivating five times would have a count of five, and so on. This approach 

attends to the complete data but ignores the time betw~i. uHenses. Second, the 

time-series designs evaluate these same offenses over time and include the 

information regarding time betw~ offenses. The improvement in 

representation of the data afforded by this approach has been fully discussed in 

Chapter 7 of the comprehensive report. Here, only two points will be made. 

First, all of the data on reoffense behavior is used. Second, by examining the 

time course of recidivism rates in different groups, the relative forms of the 

increase or decl1ne in recidivism rates can be evaluate::!~ 

An important contingency to keep in mind is the natural time base of the 

analyses considered. The time bases of. the analyses may interact with the 

latency of both background Mel treatment effects. 

Data on variables shown to be significantly related to measures of 

recidivism and successful termination from the projects were analyzed using 

linear-logistic and multiple recression techniques. Among other things it was 

shown that the number of identified need areas for each subject is significantly 

related to recidivism during the program. The greater the number of need areas 

identified, the more likely the subject will recidivate during the program. 

Obviously, the identification of ellent needs quantifies the breadth of emotional, 

social, farnlly, educational, and other problems confronting each person. Clients 

with more extensive needs are more likely to recidivate. 

These linear-logistic analyses, however, in essense provide short-term 

perspectlves an the data, as described above. The relationship of needs 

identified at program entry to recidivism during the program is evaluated in the 

first months of the program. The effect has not been demonstrated to obtain 

over longer periods. However, a significant. relationship between recidivism 
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during the program and recicfivism after the program leaves open the possibility 

that there may be an indirect effect of number of need areas identified on 
recidivism after the program. 

U one assumes that the effect of the number of needs on recidivism duri 

New Pride is only a short-term effect, the same results would suggest a cfiffer::! 

interpretation. U at some point in life needs are extensive, the commission of 

new offenses might be more likely.. But this relationship may only exist 

coordinate with this temporary pattern of needs. When this pattern of needs 

changes, the relationship may disappear. Therefore, we would not expect to find 

the same association of needs identified at program entry with post~program 
recidivism. . 

As difficult as it 15 In these analyses to properly discern short-term 

effects, the identification of iong-term effects may be even more difficult. 

Rebecca Maynard's study of the impact of supported work on young school 

dropouts. and Irving Pillavin's study of its effects on ex-offenders presented data 

indicating that ~ effects of employment on recidivism may take place over a 

longer, rather than a shorter, period of time. In Maynard's study, favorable 

impact results did not begin to appear until after 18 months of follow-up in the 

youth sample (1980: 134). In Pillavi",s study with 36 months of follow-up, 12 

percent fewer. experimentals than controls reported arrests (1981:99). Thus, a 

job may be related to a reduction in recidivis~ years later. The linear-logistic 

and regr~on procedures used by evaluators may suggest, but do not adequately 

capture these long-term effects. Each analysis effectively covers best the 

events within a period of months because of ·the natural constraints on 
observation intrinsic to the analysis techniques. 

Another example of how the natural time base of an analytic tec:hn1que 

may interact with a background variable is provided by the observed relationship 

between ethnidty and recicfivism in both the comparison and treatment groups. 

When age is controlled in a linear-logistic analysis, observations of the effects of 

treatment on blades, whites, and Hispanics begin after agf! is equalized. Yet it is 

likely that the timing of offenses with respect to age may be different ameng 
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these groups. If ethnic groups have different maturation curves with respect to 

recidivism and the peak level of offense activity differs between them, the 

observed variatioo in recidivism may be accounted for by maturation alone. It 

may have no reat association with differential responsiveness to treatment. 

In order to discover whether age and ethnicity interact to influence 
, 

recidivism differently, the base rates of recidivism for each group at every age 

must be determined. The effects of an intervention may then be measured, not 

by comparing blacks, whites,' and Hispanics from a single age or point in time, 

but by comparing the observed rates with the base rates for youth of the same 

ethnicity. This requires an entirely different analytic approach, one which 

considers complete offense histories. Yet only after this Jr.dormation is known 

will it be meaningful to evaluate the impact of services or sanctions on youth 

from different ethnic backgrounds. 

In summary, the major methodological recommendations of this evaluation 

are'':- 1) to place an emphasis upon properly identifying long ·and short-term 

effects of trea~ment, and 2) to develop analytic techniques which make optimal 

use of recidivism data. The New Pride data can be used to develop more 

sophisticated techniques for analr.lng recidivism, and at the same time, improve 

our understanding of what causes it. Specifically, further research should be 

conducted using aoss-sec::tional time series designs, which allow for the control 

of key variables, inducfing time-bound covariates like age-at-offense. A time 

series framework can be used to analyze all of the data. 

Research Recommendations 

This . report has presented the results of a comprehensive evaluation 

research effort. During the course of. the study, a number of challenging 

substantive Issues surfaced which could not be addressed. Because of the 

constraints of time, mandate, and resources, additional inquiries which could 

answer different, but equally importmlt, questions had to be set (,lS.{de for the 
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future. Further research based on the New Pri~ dataset should essentially 

address three issues related, to an overall study of the onset, natw~e, and 

continuation of criminal careers. These include: 

• The impact of the type md sequencing of juvenile sanctions on 
recidivism among chronie juvenile offenders.. 

• The impact of case processing time on recidivism. 

• The relationship of offense hi5tory to later recidivism among 
chronic juvenile offenders. 

Sanc:tians 

The first set of studies on the impact of juvenile sanctions could provide a 

better understanding of their cri~e control dimensions. The most fundamental 

questions concerning sanctions were partially addressed in the analysis of the 

data for the New Pride e~uation. These are, "What is the effect of (early) 

punishment on aated a:ime?n and, "How do sanctions imposed by the juvenile 

court retard or accelerate the subsequent criminal behavior of juvenile offenders 

as they enter adulthood?" None of the variables measured concerned with 

differential treatment by social agendes ex' by the juvenile justice system had 

any significant _ impact on subsequent recidivism. These included out-of-home 

placement, short-term detention experience, and the number of such 

interveotions. They also included restitUtiOD, long-term commitments to state 

correctional institutions, and overall partidpation in the New Pride program. 

Two variables that did reduce recidivism within the New Pride client group 

were job placement services and a successful employment experience. However, 

multiple job experiences were assodated with unsuccessful exposures to the 

world of work and increased recidivism. 8y conflnning failure, they were worse 

_ . than no jobs at all. It appears as If the job placement services provided by the 

projects inc:reased the Ukel1hood that clients would experience success on what 
was fex' most their first jobs. 

I 
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Yet the lack of any overall relationship between the powerful interventions 

analyzed in this study and future delinquency among chronic juvenile offenders is 

a cause of concern. It is impossible to make pollcy recommendations concerning 

the specific deterrence effects of various sanctions if nothing has a measurable 

impact on recidivism. 

Therefore, additional investigations" should be conducted to explore the 

relationships between other kinds of sanctions that have been recorded (such as 

different kinds of probation and non-residential programs, foster and group home 

placements, ranches·or camps, mental health facilities, and adult certifications) 

and recidivism. In addition, inquiries should be made retrospectively into the 

sequencing of various sanctions, because there may be certain patterns of 

sanctions which reduce or increase the probability of recidivism. Log-linear 

models may be used to explore structures in these data. 

New Pride data contain the information necessary to examine, as a second 

type of study, certain aspects of court operations. The effect of incarceration 

and other sanctions on youth might be mitigated by delays in adjudication and 

sentenc1ng which occur as a' consequence of ba~ogs in the Juvenile justice 

system. One suggestion is to explore, through chronologically Kquenced causal 

modeling, the relationship of jurisdiction size to court delays, and the impact of 

varying delays (i.e. "speedy" trails ex' "fast justicen) on future recidivism. Such 

an investigation would greatly contribute to an understanding of the operation of 

the juvenile justice system in multiple jurisdictions. 

rttere are several issues concerning the offense histories of youth which 

need to be addressed in order to understand delinquency, recidivism, and the 
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continuation or discontinuation of careers in crime. Future research should be 

conducted to explore: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

whether juveniles exhibit specialization or lack of 
specialization in one or several crime types (experts currently 
are divided over this), 

the degree to which juveniles appear to "escalate" in their 
behavior from less serious to more serious offenses, 

how the number of prior offenses (chronicity) is related to 
recidivism, within a sample exclusively comprised of multiple 
offenders, 

whether and how duration of involvement with the juvenile 
justice system affects recidivism, controlling for number of 
off~and 

whether and how age at offense interacts with court processing 
and juvenile justice sanctions to impact recidivism. 

More refined work on empirical clatasets is also needed in survival curve 

analysis. Among juveniles, the probability of recidivism is a function of a 

curvilinear re1ati~p between age and time.. Rates of reoffending do not 

simply increase or c:lecrease with age, but rather, they increase as a functl~ of 

age up to a certain point of peak activity and decrease with increasing age 

then!a:fter. Because of this, exponential models « exponentlal decay models 

such as that proposed by Maltz and McCleary are not appropriate in analyzing 

time-tCH'ecidivate data on youth samples. The only appropriate models posit 

curved hazard lunctions which are non-monotonic (i.e., they don't simply rise or 

faJ.1). These models offer the possibility of integrating maturation effects into a 

time-to-reddivate analysis, by providing an appropriate control for hazard 

differences .based on age. 

Another fertile area for study is the relationship among age, priors, and 

recidivism. Prior criminal events 'may predict subsequent recidivism in two 
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ways. In the usual notion of chronicity, the probability of subsequent recidivism 

is proportional to the cumulative number of prior offenses. All other things 

being equal, the subject with one prior criminal event is less likely to commit a 

subsequent offense than a subject with three prior offenses. It is the cumulative 

weight of chronicity that is hypothesized to cause later recidivism. In an 

alternative autoregression model, the probability of subsequent recidivism is a 

function of the recency of oa:urrence -of a prior criminal event. This model 

predicts no increase in the probability of recidivism due to the accumulation of 

criminal events. It simply says that the commission of a criminal act 

temporarily elevates the probability of subsequent recidivism. Alternatively, the 

greater the time since the last criminal event, the less likely there will be one in 

the future. 

In attempting to predict recidivism among juvenile delinquents, the two 

models yield very similar results. For subjects of equal ages, according to the 

first model those subjects with more prior offenses wi1J be more liKely to 

recidivate than them! with fewer prior offenses. But those subjects with more . . 
prior offenses ":lay also be more likely to have had a more recent offens~ 

increasing the probability of recidivism according to the second model also. In 

this case the two models are not discriminable. A truly effective model for 

prediction awaits further research and more extensive analysis. 
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THE REPLlCAnON INITIATIVE 

In the summer of 1979, a competitive request fer proposals to replicate 

project New Pride in ten cities ·was sent by the Office of Juvenile Justice and 

Oellftquency Prevention (OJlDP) to key actors in juvenile justice systems across 

the United States. Approximately eighty proposals were received by the OUice 

.and nineteen site visits were made to the jurisdictions and parent agencies of the 

semi-flnallsts. The winning sites, selected as a result of a tri-Ievel review 

process, induded Pensacola, Florida; Washington, D.C.; Camden, New lersey; 

Providence, Rhode Island; Boston, Massachusetts; Chicago, Winois; Kansas City~ 

Kansas; San Franc:isco, Fresno, and Los Angeles, California. 

Denver New Pride, as the original LEAA Exemplary Program to be 

replicated, served as the Technical Assistance Contractor in this Initiative. 

Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation was selected to conduct national 

level research on the replication program, as a consequence of a separate 

competitive bidding process conducted by the National Institute of luvenile 

Justice and Delinquency Prevention. 

The action projects were funded in March of 1980, and soon thereafter 

began setting up operations and hiring staff. Most sites started taking clients by 

August of 1980. This meant that they had a very short period of time to start

up, considering that new facilities had to be found and/or aid ones com"pletely 

renovated using yet another competitive bidding process. 

The replications of Project New Pride were funded by the Special Emphasis 

Division at the Office of luven11e Justice and Delinquency Prevention for 

varying lengths of time. The initial grant to all ten sites was two years in 

duration. Thereafter, individual projects had to have met certain standards of 

project organization and service to an adequate number of clients if they were to 

qua11fy for third year continuation awards. 

Seven replications were continued in the third year. The amount of sui*dy 

received depend" upon 1he amount of money left unspent from the projects' 

so 

, 
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prior awards. Hence, if a project could operate for two months on what was left, 

OllDP provided ten months of funds; if four, eight months were provided. 

OllDP had always emphasized the importance of early and continuous 

efforts to seek financial support from other sources. In fact, Directors were 

required to submit comprehensive plans for the institutionallzaticn of their 

projects' by the Second year of operation. 8y the fourth year the essential 

eiterion of qualWcation for Federal support became that of successfully having 

generated local money to supplement the Federal effort. Using this standard, 

the number of sites was further reduced by three and four continued to provide 

services. 

Procram Implemaatatian 

Social programs initiated at the F ederallevel have had an inordinately high 

tendency to fail. Frequently this results from the fact that a large number of 

governm~ and nongovernmental organizations and individuals eventually 

become invo1y~ with the process of implementa~on. MathematlcaUy, Pressman 

and Wildavsky (1979) have shown that the probability of agreement by ~e.'7 

participant on each dec:ision point must be exceec:lingly high for there to be any 

chance at all that a program wID be brought to completion or implemented 

effectively. Each delay in dec:ision-making can set the process back dramatic11y 

when considering the short time-frames in which Federal monies are often 

committed. 

Each of many partidpating groups has a distinct perspective from which it 

views' any endeavor, and tM groups may differ \Widely in their sense of urgency 

about it. If there are IW.any dec:ision points that have to be passed in order for a 

project to continue, the multiplidty of parti~ts and perspectives often 

combine "to produce a formidable obstacle course for the program. When it must 

depend on many actors, there are numerous possibilities for disagreement and 

delay. 
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In the New Pride Replication, program implementation was not hampered 

by an especially complex Struc:t~e of decision-making. In fact, unlike some 
~ller s~ phas. • 

em IS proJects, an environment of concerted endeavor and 
strong support was engendered and maintained between the tec:hnic:aJ assistance, 

evaJ~tlon, and program efforts. Information was shared and problems were 

disc:ussed in well organized quarterly Project Directors meetings. Evaluation 

information, tec:hnic:a1 assistance products, and informational reports' generated 
by the projects were mutually shared. 

Once the appropriate loc:a1 and state level decision makers had Signed the 

negotiated agreements to authorize the replication of New Pride, the projects 

were primarily answerable only to Federal monitors. These, in tum, tried to be 

responsive to the needs of different jurisdictions, within the confines of the New 

Pride model and the restrictions of a nationally established criteria for client 

eligibility. Local jUvenile justice officials such as j~dges and chief probation 

officers were ,invited to the quarterly meetings of the Replication Program. 
Frequently such individuals became active participants at these meetings, 
enric:h.ing the process of sharing information about New Pride. 

The resolution of such a multiplicity of people with different goals and 

from diverse organizations into a united group dedicated to establishing 

suc:c:essfu! New Pride projects was both a challenge and a necessity. It was also 

a unique accomplishment, one which overcame many of the usual problems ~t 
hamper effective implementation in social programs started Federally.' Such {i\ 

suc:c:essful outcome can be attribut~ to the folloWing key elements: 

• 

• 

. .' " 

An effective organization for. face-to-face communi • 
~tion and information .sharing between everyone involved 
In program and evaluation implementation. This consisted 
of quarterly ?,eetings at which issues and problems could 
be openly dlsc:ussed, and from which consensus could 
emerge c:onc:em1ng new directions. 

An effective and responsive centralized dec:ision-making 
group with authority for both funding and monitoring 
dec:isio~. This was comprised of OllDP spec:ial 
emphasis, research, and tec:hnic:aJ 'assistance monitors 
working . in c:onc:ert with each other on the basis of 
information from diverse sources in the field. 

S2 
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THE IMPACT OF ORGANIZAnONAL DIFFERENCES 

Detailed case studies of the replication projects suggest that New Pride 

can be established in jurisdictions other than the one in which the original model 

was developed (see Supplement: Case Studies of Replication). Indeed, several 

were c:ansidered to be outstancl1ng by juvenUe justice officials, key decision

makers familiar with them, and unanimously by other individuals with an 

awareness of the program. Under the conditions that obtained during the 

national replication initiative, each New Pri~e project began with close to the 

same dollar amount of Federal commitment, and there were adequate resources 

to cover the costs of implementation. 

Facilitated by these optimal conditions, it was a feasible goal of the 

research to identify characteristics of private non-profit agencies. which 

influenced their capability to implement - highly complex community-based 

treatment programs. Because replicating New Pride meant establishing new 

organizations, and not merely adding different tasks or activities to existing 

ones, an opportunity was afforded to observe the processes of organizational 

development first hand. It was also possible to relat~ these processes to the 

organizational features of parent agencies. The projects went through periods of 

rapid growth and development that could be characterized in certain ways 

because they we~ similar from site to site. 

Researchers from the National Evaluation of. the New Pride Replication 

Program observed the processes of project imp!emenution over the course of 

four years. In that time, we noted that certain management structures seemed 

to work out well, while others failed to work at all; that some parent agencies 

succeeded in launching new projects, while others seemed to inhibit the effort at 

every turn. Most important to both effective implementation and 

institutionalization were the capabilities and interface of two sets of managers, 

those from the parent agency and those from the project. Whenever they pulled 

together in an effective working relationship, an~ had the best interest of the 

project as a primary goal of their concerted action, the projects were more 
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R· less Weely to arise. 
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Analysis of New Pride Sites 

It is dear that any project has to be responsive to the needs of its 

purchasers or public, ~.e., the community which it serves ~d to which it must 

sell itself and its services, its goals, and aspirations. In reviewing the statements 

made about the role of the Project Director in the replication materials, every 

specific duty but one was of an Entrepreneurial type. The Project Director role 

requir~d developing the goals, the objectives, the broad ambitions of the project 

and selling them to others in the Juvenile Justice System, the Parent Agency, 

and to the staff. It necessitated continuous public relations activities, as well as 

interfacing with OllDP. It involved doing everything necessary to get the 

project launched. In a way the developmental process, emphasizing these 

functions, must be characterized as contin~ng until the project becomes 

completely independent of Federal subsidy. Institutionalization complete, the 

project may then be considered a clear presence in the community serving the 

needs of that community. 

Community Groups 

OllDP; 
State ... -----

Agencies 

I 
Director Juvenile 

Needs Effective ---=---.... Justice 
In~@rface System 

l 
Parent Organization 

Because of the eomplexities and challenges involved in founding new . 

organizations, the most effec:t1ve project directors were Entrepreneurial types 

with strong commitments to estab~ing New Pride in their own communities. 

The project's ~ for aA ~tlepreneur ~as initially little appreciated. Since the 

model, its components, suffing patterns, and so forth had already been defined, 
many felt that the most essential role was that of a Producer; or simply a . 
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manager who could execute a previously defined plan. What was less well 

understood, at least in the beginning, was that strategies for implementation and 

for institutionalization had to be developed from ~cratch in each jurisdiction. 

These tasks required vision, a sense of deeply engrained commitment to the 

project, an awareness of both internal and external sources of support, and an 

ability to mobilize them effectively on the project's behalf. 

Proposals for the replication ldtes were initiated and generally written by 

individuals whose skills are entrepreneurial in nature because the task involved 

giving birth to a new endeavor for the parent ag~cy. In two cases it also 

entailed founding new parent agencies that would be responsible for overseeing 

their respective New Pride projects. However, grantees were not supposed to 

exercise the kind of entrepreneurship that might have involved changing the 

model to suit local circumstances. Rather, the awards were provided to 

est~!lsn replications of an ongoing LEAA exemplary project that was origiMlly 

founded in Denver, Colorado. 

Because they were replications, New Pride grantees were expectec:f to 

execute business as mature organizations s:'mrtly after they were funded. There 

was little tolerance of the experimentation associated with young organizations. 

Instead, tht$! early periods were compressed, and the projects had to go from 

birth to maturity very quickly. The necessary speed due to the special conditions 

of funding and its anticipated termination after a brief period of time produced 

stage tl'ansitions in rapid suc:ession. 

Tracing project history, three phases were easily distinguishable: Start-up, 

Implementation, and Stabilization. At each passage from one stage to another, 

particular challenges had to be met, and typical patterns of behavior emerged. 

Since the tasks were different as projects moved from one stage to the next, the 

management functions necr..sary to implement them shifted accordingly (see 

hUms, 1979). 

8y studying the development of New Pride Replication projects, PlRE 

found that a management orientation or structure that was inappropriate to 

ss 
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\' - phase-related tasks became a key problem in several instances. The necessity to 

t change from informal to formal procedures and policies marked the transition 
ti 
~; - it most fraught· with difficulty in those projects that were established by 

f:ntreprenurial types. It threatened the environment of autonomy and to a 

certain extent, Ute sense of crutivity enjoyed by founders and other early 

administrators. Yet this change was essential to provide a comprehensible, 

expectable, and stable environment for the staff and clients, as well as 

systematic procedures of accountability to the courts. 

On the other hand, several projects experienced problems from the 

beginning because they were never headed by entrepreneurs. In some cases, 

professional administrators hired to direct the projects tried to fix policy too 

early, fostering a rather cold environment in which creativity was stifled under 
/ 

rules 'that had no basis in the project's experience. Such administrators had little 

vision of the future and could not inspire hope of inmtutionalization. Lacking a 

sense of direction about the future, they could not effectively sell the project 

nor raise the necessary funds. Most critical in the early stages, but very 

important throughout, was the .keY-fl)le of the Entrepreneur. 

The effic:ac:y of new projects seemed almost contingent on the continuing 

active participation of the person who put each proposal together. In nine out of 

ten cases, this was the individual imbued with commitment to establishing New 

Pride in his or her city. The ideal place for these "founders" was in the Project 

Director role. Solicitations of many government agencies ask potential grantees 

to specify whether or not the conceptualizers 'or writers of proposals wUl ~ the 

ones directing the projects. (The mother-like commitmenlt of the founder

director to the implementation of his or her vision is necessary to organizationru 

hea1thJ Such a managerial set-up was clearly optimal for effective 

implementation. 

The most effective directors had these qualifications of involvement from 

the beginning. as well as experience directing youth programs in the communities 

in which the New Pride projects were found~.. That is, their experience was 
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local and specific to the New Pride city. This previously established cred1bUity 

yielded an easy interface with the areals Juvenile Courts. 

Judging from all the organizations with which it was necessary to forge an 

effective and rapid interface, it was important that the Project Director bring to 

the job some coalesced authority, power, and influence with these other 

organizations that had been built up through prior experience. It was especially 

critical that working relationships and influential bonds had already been 

establlshecf between the project direetors and the parent organizations that 

sponsored the new projects. These relationships assured the necessary 

administrative support and provided a smoothly functioning working 

environment. 1 

Yet the need for a committed entrepreneurial Founder-Project Director 

coming from a pre-existing position within the parent agency restricted the 

types of grantees that could supply this combination. In' four out of six 

instances the Entrepreneur that was the key figure in the proposal preparation 

stage either never had a project role or left the project during its early months. 

OM project never had an Entrepreneur. In two others the Entrepreneur's 

project :-o1e was one technically subordinate to a director hired from outside the 

parent agency. In one of these situations, the founder had the power to hire or 

fire the director as the executive vice president of the parent agency. This 

occasioned some managerial conflicts that rebounded negatively on the project. 

The following table suggests the salience of the factors we have been 

disc:ussing to project longevity and institutionaUzation. The presence or absence 

of four key organizational variables are noted for each replication of Project 

New Pride. In seven out of ten cases. simply adding one point for each element 

provides a total score which is the same as complete years of Federal support. 

1 This need has been historically recognized by many government 
agencies whose solicitations ask that the persons who write proposals 
be current employees of applicant organizations and not outside 
consultants. 
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Table • 

Orpnlzatlonal Variables and Their Relationship To Successful 
Implementatlcn and InstltutlonaUzation 

Founder Founder Project Founder 
Employed by Has Active Supported by Directs Total 

Site Parent Agency I Project Role2 Parent Agency] New Pride' Score 

Boston No 0 Yes I No 0 No 0 I 

Camden Yes I Yes I Yes I Yes I • 
Chicago Yes I No 0 No 0 No 0 1 

fresno Yes I Yes I No 0 No 0 2 

Georgetown Yes I Yes I No 0 No 0 2 

Kansas City Yes I Yes I Yes 1 No 0 ) 

Los Angeles No 0 Yes I No 0 No 0 I 

Pensacola Yes I Ves I Ves 1 Yes I • 
Providence Yes I Yes I Yes 1 Ves I • 
San francisco Yes I No 0 Yes .1 No 0 2 

I . Employed by parent agency 

2 Any position on the staff for any I.,.gth of time 

] Active and continuous support for the project effort 

• Officially or effectively the Director 
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OllDP decisions about: the continuation of projects were made on the basis 

of how well ~ projects were implementing the model and in the final year, on . 

whether or not they had suc:c:eeded in generating money from another source. 

Since these dedsions were made on the basis of substantive considerations alone, 

the four key factors identified here dearly had a bearing on the degree and 

adequacy of implementation. 

In only three cases the structural features of project organization did not 

add up to the years of Federal support; that is, the project continued beyond the 

years predicted from the model. The only feature that emerged as a similarity 

between these three sites is that they were each directed by women during the 

period of Federal support that extended beyond the years predicted by the four 

factor total score. I 
• 

Parent Agencies 

Parent agenda, or grantees, were also in their own phases of development 

at the time they attempted to replicate New Pride. Grants were awarded to 

private non-profit agencies varying tremendously in size (from two to thousands 

of employees), age (from zero to nearly two hundred years old), and primary 

organizational mission (delinquenc:y prevention, employment and training, 

community mental health, university education, disaster relief, etc.). The type 

of parent agency as defined by its specialization or expertise, and its own life

cyde. stage at the time of implementation often affected the way the new 

projects were supported. 

The most successful replications of Pr;;ject New Pride were implemented 

in agencies known in their communities f.or providing good programs to troubled 

I Originally, there were only two women project directors. Eventually, 
there were four. Two of the projects headed by women were 
institutionalized with non-F ederal dollars. The two remaining ones 
lasted for three years. 
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youth and c&sadvantaaed adults. These agencies had been around long enough to 

have establlshed local credibility, but had not entered late stages of the 

organizational llfe-cycle. The parent agencies which were themselves in the 

Prime phase were most 11ke1y to be successful in founding new projects and in 

providing adequate support to them. (See "Project Development" in Supplement: 

Case Studies of RepUcation.) A special case that worked well involved a parent 

agency in its own early stage of development whose director also assumed the 

role of directing New Pride. In this case, the new project did not report to a 

parent agency in a different and perhaps incompatible stage, so that no 

premature decentraliza~on of entrepreneurial functions occ:urred. The two 

projects that were established in much older agencies, having essentially 

different organizational missions, did not suc:ceecL The bureaucratic character 

of their management structures (Administrative orientation) created an 
-.. 

inappropriate or isolated working environment for the projects. 
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THE CHA.LLENGE OF 1NSTITUTI000000nON 

Most social programs initiated at the state or Federa11evel do not involve 

estab11shiric whole new organizations. Rather, they usually support b . . 

development of new activities within existing organizations, and use previously 

established structures of agency management, boards of directors, 

accountability, and community support. Ordinarily such programs augment and 

encourage the diversification of existing resources. This was not the case in the 

New Pride Replication Program. 

In this initiative, ten new highly complex and multi-faceted organizations 

were started from scratch. Each was required to develop its own management 

structure, community board, evaluation, and network of community support. All 

faced exceptional challenges in order to provide a 5p!Cific kind of holistic 

community treatment ~ience for some of the most serious and chronic 

juvenile offenders in their states. 

Aside from the task of founding new organizations, the institutionalization 

of the projects with nan-F edera1 funds was another major challenge facing the 

replications. It was likely to be impossible without a dear trade record of 

effective implementation within the loc:z1 community, a strong need for the 

project's continuance, and a great deal of political support. It might have been 

much easier to find the resources to continue a single new activity, or even a set 

of- activities, that had been initially funded with Federal dollars. But in the New 

Pride Repll~tion Program, institutionaUzation required amassing the total 

finandal support of a multi-faceted project that was highly spec:iallzed in its 

target population. 

It was a requirement of replication that the projects be located within 

private not-for-proflt agencies and not in public agendes such as juvenUe courts 

or probation departments. This was designed to keep creativity in the treatment 

process, as well as historically representing the social drcumstances under which 

the original New Pride was founded. One of the earUest questions raised 

concerned the degree to which private non-proflt agendes would be able to 
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institutionalize projects at the termination of Federal funding. OJJDP 
recognized that this might be more eas1ly accomplished by public . 
because f the· agenoes 

o U' greater access and ability to secure public funds. However, one 
of the results sousht by the replication initiative was to determine - whether 

innovative treatment strategies implemented by other youth serving agencies 

could then be supported by public agencies who have public responsibility but 

often Jack the flexibility to experiment creatively with new approaches. 

It is true that independent community-based organizations serve a c:ritical 
function in the ad .. . .. 

nuNStration of JUStice. They often provide cost-effective 
,,:rvices in community settings and are respected by c:llents and public officials 

aJ..ike. Further, evaluation research has generally shown that community-based 

h~an-se-:Vice ~en~es are at least as successful or more succ:essful in reaching 
thea service objectives, at a lower per unit cost, than public agencies serving 
the same function.l 

Yet very few private non-profit agencies have the built-in, and customarily 

more dependable, sources of funCmg that most public agencies have. In addition, 

the New Pride Replication Initiative began at the time the aftermath of 

Callfomia's Proposition 13 was being felt across the country Small 
• er programs . were vy. f tl 

Ing or grea y reduced Federal, state, and county appropriations with 

powerful, en~, sometimes unionized organizations providing traditional, 

and therefore more publicly justifiable, services. Funding cutbacks were being 

fe~t thr0Ulhout all leveJs of government, as the resource base of both public and 
private ageJrucies was severely limited. 

This situation was in marked contrast to the one that faced the or·· I 
LEAA Ig~ 

Exemplary New Pride Project as it labored to become institutionalized 

with non-Federal funds. Even in the more favor.able funding climate of earlier 

times, it took the Denver model program seven years to establish a secure non

Feder~ funding base for all of Its components. 8y contrast, the most 

1 
"Literature Review," National Evaluation of Delinquency Prevention 
WashIngtor..,OJlDP, 1911.' , 
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successfully implemented New Pride repllcation projec:u had only four years of 

increasingly reduced Federal funding in which to secure other resources for 

continuation •. 

The original New Pride Project began in" Denver with a private not-for

profit agency as its sponsor. But it started o~ as an alternative school, with a 

much smaller program. Other components of what eventually became the New 

Pride model were added gradually, as dWerent client needs were identified and 

as additional funding became available through LEAA. When this happened, the 

Denver project broke off from its parent agency and incorporated independently. 

Eventually, the project secured state funding from three publlc age~es, which, 

in combination, provided enough resources to support all of the components it 

had developed. 
• 

For a community-based effort, New Pride is a compre~ensive, but staff

intensive program~ It is less coS'tly than incarceration and represents a creative 

and appealing alternative to either straight probation or secure residential care 

for the type of youth it serves. From the perspective of almost all of the 

juvenile justice officials interviewed in the Intensive Site Study, the program was 

highly valued because it provided more flexibility in the range of available 

dispositions for young multiple offend.,. 

However, among the wider constituency of public pollcy makers, the 

previously high degree of interest in programs for youth was giving way to other 

concerns such as child abuse and programs for the victims of crime. At the time 

the repllcation projects were trying to find new means for continuation, scarce 

resources were going into these areas, rather than into efforts to rehabilitate 

delinquents. In Rhode Island, for example, a child was killed by its parents and 

two million dollars of state money was allocated for child abuse investigation. 

Many of these new programs were considered to be good ones, and far less 

expensive than New Pride. 
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The amount of money needed by New Pride rendered it non-competitlve in 

its quest fo~ the increasingly scarce resources available in many states. In 

Kansas Clty the juvenile court felt it could operate its own New Pride-llke 

program less expensively and with fewer problems of administration. In Boston 

the Roxbury District Court set up its own New Pride-llke project after the effort 

to replicate New Pride in a local not-for-profit agency had failed. 

One of the most critical factors in determining which sites mounted more 

successful institutionalization efforts was the project's access to resources. 

This, in tum, hinged on the relationship of the project to the parent agency and 

to its community supporters. Organizationally, if there was a close and 

harmonious working relationship between the parent agency and the project, it 

was easier to mobUize an effective effort. In only one iMtance did a project 

succeed in becoming instltutionallzed without the assistance of such a 

relationship. In this case the project director mobilized the support of juvenile 

justice officials and other. community agencies on behalf of New Pride, only to 

be undercut by the parent agency after the project's resources were almost 

secure. 

In Chicago, the parent agency of the replication project was unwilling to 

make the effort required to raise the money needed to continue New Pride. The 

80ard of Directors considered it too expensive in relationship to the number of 

individuals benefitting. This agency was one of the only ones capable of actually 

raising the money needed, as opposed to tapping into other sources of public 

funds. It could have done so with a single yearly auction. In this instance, the 

expense of the project was particularly unfortunate. 

Generally, the ability of weU-organized, highly motivated, and thorough 

efforts to get New Pride inStitutionallzed varied frOM site to site, depending on 

the availabUlty of public funds in each community or state. The Pensacola 

project, which ran for four years with Federal funds, turned into a program for 

educationally and emotionally handicapped students. That is, the available 

funding base in its area was severely restricted in the juvenile corrections field. 

As a consequence, it could continue only 111t changed its target population. So 
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while many of the former New Pride staff are now in"to1ved in the new program, 

the replication itself was not successfully institutioftl::j.(~ed in that city • 

To institutionalize a New Pride Project requires about $3'0,000 (I983 

dollars) for every year of operation. The non-priority status of youth programs 

in terms of political interest coupled with reduced public agency budgets made 

generating this kind of maney close to impossible. It is a great achievement that 

three out of the original ten projects were able to find enough support to 

continue beyond the period of their Federal grants. Every additional year of 

continuation is bound to require massive renewed efforts on the part of both 

agency staff and supporters. Whether the ongoing projects will continue to be 

successful with these efforts will depend on their degree of organization and 

mobilization towards generating revenue and, quite simply, on the aVailability of 

funds. 

Of the three projects that have continued, the Project Directors of two of 

them have left. This may have a deleterious effect on their prospects for 

continuation. In one of th~ cases, though the Director was optimistic about 

getting all of the components funded, the parent agency decided to cut bade. 

staff, salary, and components. Because of this the Director, who had bee:-, the 

instrumental person in that site's successful search for funds, resigned. 

One site was financially saved by the ac:c:reditation of its alternative 

school, because this qualified it for state educ:ation subsidies on a per student 

basis. The third project that continued badly needed such accreditation, but was 

unable to meet its State standards.. In this ate, the Board of Education cited 

reasons for denial sv.c:h as having too few booles in the library, and too few study 

areas. So while it had state and local funding commitments of $180,000, the 

Dir\!CtO? was put in a position of having to decide whether to operate the project 

for six months and then close down entirely, or to cut the program so radically 

that it might not resemble a New Pride. 
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Summation 

TJ:le replication program demonstrated that innovative treatment strategies 

implemented by private not-for-profit agencies could be supported by stat~ and 

local public agencies at the conclusion of four years of Federal support. The 

New Pride projects that were funded only for three years did not continue. To a 

certain extent, this result may have been determined by OJJDP's final year 

funding criteria, which gave priority to those pro1jects that had achieved partial 

support from other sources. 

Several other contingencies influenced the outcome of each site's 

continuation efforts. In order to institutionalize successfully, funds had to be 

available from somewhere. This availability was restricted by the general shift 

in public pollcy interest away from youth programs across the country, and by 

cutbacks in the absolute number of dollars available from all sources combined. 

8ec:ause New Pride W~ relatively expensive it was more diffic:u1t to obtain the 

amount of money necessary to continue the projects as designed than it would 

have been if they had been less expensive. The expense factor sometimes gave 

the edge to less comprehensive programs vying for the same dollars in. a . 

competitive environment. It also forced compromises that some Project 

Directors, who were especially committed to the New Pride model, were 

unwWing to m~; that is, to cut the program so radically that its essential 

features might be jeopardized. All of the projects that continued sacrificed both 

staff and components in order to survive. None were able to continye at a level. 

of effort believed by most Directors to be adequate. 
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DISCUSSION 

Proass data ga~~red over the course of the Replication Initiative show 

that the Ne'lt· ~:"i~ mOl!i:i is replicable. While r.ot all ten replication projects 

were successful, the data suggest that the serious problems some projects 

confronted w~re not caused by impossible jurisdictional conditions. Perhaps the 

Los Angeles project may be the sole expec:tion. While the caUse of this projects 

failure was primarily internal to the project and its parent agency, the way the 

juvenile justice system operates in that jurisdiction might have prevented even 

an effective progrOOil from getting enough eligible youth. At the other New 

Pride sites, difficult jurisdictional conditions were or could have been 

surmounted or altered by a strong program • 

AlthQugh almost every site was able to adapt to its jurisdictional setting, 

the vast differences among jurisdictions did impact on projects in a variety of 

ways. Basically, jurisdictional differences set the stage for project adjustment 

and not the reverse. The projects had to create ways of working within the 

procedures and ·processes of the juvenile courts. Cases of disCrepancy were 

resolved by project efforts to work within the system or its support (and its 

referrals) could be jeopardized. 

Even the eligibility aiteria did not alter the official ease processing of 

youth served. The ~roportions of filed petitions that were adjudicated true in 

the comparison and treatment groups were compared both before and after case 

action date. There were no significant be10reiafter differences between groups 

in any jurisdiction. This suggests th!it the courts were not adjudicating more in 

order to qualify youth for New Pride, despite the strict program eligibility 

criteria. 

The lack of a measurable project effect ~ the impositional responses of 

the juvenile justice system was further exemplified by the data on long-term 

incarceration. Being sent to New Pride had no. impact on the rate of Department 

of Corrections commitments. With all the controls on the data in place, clients 
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were equally as likely as their comparison group counterparts to receive such 

commitments (see Chapter 7, Table 21). Also, findings 01 the system impact 

study show that the projects were not per~ved by key people within the 

community as having a significant impact. on the str:uc:ture, function, or policies 

of the juvenile justice system. Rather, projects' effects on their surrounding 

systems were primarily that they provided the courts with a new alternative to 

either incarceration or straight probation. 

In general, those interviewed in the system impact study viewed New Pride 

as highly successful. The projects examined in this intensive study were we!! 

known, widely used, and respected. Most respondents were strongly in favor 01 

the projects' being institutionallz~ in their communities. Generally speaking, 

one of the most impressive parts of the entire replication program was the high 

quality of the professional staff attracted and committed to project positions. 

Hence, the resources within the projects were outstanding. Yet the task of 

institutionalization proved to be a more diffic:ult hurdle for 'projects than 

implementing the New Pride model. Only three sites were able to generate 

enough· local f~g to continue after Federal monies' ceased, and these 

programs had to cut their services drastically. The full program model was too 

expensive to be supported by local funding sources. 

Both successful implementation and institutionalization were related to t~ 

Project Director's capacity to mobilize the resources of the parent agency, and 

through them, the resources of the community, on behalf of their projects. 

Because founding a New Pride program involved establishing a new organization, 

the most effective management structure included: 

• An entrepreneurial Project Director, who was responsible 
for bringing the project to the new dty (proposal 
organizer; person with the sense of mission), 

• 

• 

Coming from an established management position within 
the parent agency, 

Which enhanced his or her capacity to secure 
organizational resources on behalf of the project. 
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Sponsoring agencies that were most likely to be suc:cessful in establishing 

New Pride projects were: 

• those that had a related organi'Dltional purpose. such as 
the provision of services to troubled or disadvantaged 
youth and adults; 

• those that had a c:redible reeord of service delivery in 
their community; 

• those that were neither too large nor too old. The oldest 
parent agencies tended to be quite set in their ways and 
have an administrative orientation that did not allow 
th~m to handle the needS of a new project in an effective 
91&y. They tended to err through either over or under 
control; 

those that were not themselves just beginning as 
organizations, or if they were, those in which the Director 
of tbe parent agency simultaneously functioned as the 
DirectOr of New Pride. 

Finally. new projects had a better chance of survival jJ they were placed in 

communities that had few programs for adjudicated youth. and no significant 

competition from court~peratecl initiatives. 

. '. 
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